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LONG LIVE  
THE OCTAVIA!
OCTAVIA has long been ŠKODAs most successful model.  

To maintain this privileged position looking forward,  

it requires constant development and innovation in all  

areas, including design, comfort, handling, crew safety  

and enviromental friendliness. We are honoured and pleased 

that the new OCTAVIA is literally teeming with new features 

and, even at this early stage, we are certain that it will  

do its name proud.
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CHARGING Cable for public charging
available as a spare part
The MODE 3 cable is for public charging networks. This product 
is for charging stations that doń t have a charging cable or are 
equipped with an unsuitable one. The cable length is 6m.

Cable for home charging
available as a spare part
The MODE 2 cable is a great solution for customers 
who need to charge their car from regular „home“ 
socket. The cable length is 6m.

ŠKODA iV Charger
Powered by Elli
the offer and method of purchase varies 
by country
The ŠKODA iV Charger or “wallbox” 
is a wall-mounted charging point for 
ŠKODA passenger cars. It provides 
electricity to the vehicle when it is plugged 
in using a cable. It is currently offered 
in three variants: ŠKODA iV Charger, 
ŠKODA iV Charger Connect, ŠKODA iV 
Charger Connect+. All of them draw on AC 
to charge the car with power of up to 11 kW.

[here paste the link to your wallbox e-shop]

Bag for charging cables
000 087 317BQ
A practical accessory for any 
electric car, used for carrying 
the charging cable.

Cleaner for charging cables
000 096 150F
The charger cable cleaner is used for cleaning and/
or drying the cable before placing it in the interior 
of the car or a bag. 
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SPORT & DESIGN



Decorative door sill foils 3D
5E3 071 310 | black gloss 
5E3 071 310A | carbon look

Decorative stainless steel door sill covers
5E3 071 303

Decorative door sill covers with stainless steel insert
5E3 071 303A

LED logo projector OCTAVIA*
5E3 052 133E

5th door spoiler*
5E6 071 641  F9R

Protective-decorative strip for the loading edge - black 
5E6 061 195 | Limo, 5E7 061 195 | Combi

Protective-decorative strip for the loading edge - stainless steel 
5E7 061 195A | CombiDECORATIVE DOOR SILL COVERS

Four piece side door sill covers with OCTAVIA inscription and two 
piece iluminated door sill covers, which perfectly follow the contours 
of the vehicle, are an original feature with aesthetic as well as practical 
functions. They protect the paintwork around the door sills from dirt.

Iluminated door sill covers
5E3 071 300

* available later* available later
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Stainless steel foot pedal covers for LHD
5E1 064 200 |  for manual transmission 
5E1 064 205 |  for automatic transmission

Foot rest for LHD
5E1 064 209

External mirror caps
5E3 072 530B F9R | black metallic 
5E3 072 530C F9R | black metallic with Side View Assist

FOOT REST AND STAINLESS 
STEEL PEDAL COVERS
With these pedal covers and sporty foot rest, the driveŕ s 
footwell gains more visual appeal and their silver colour 
matches the chrome accent in the interior.

EXTERNAL MIRROR CAPS
Enjoy the added sporting character of your OCTAVIA 
with these stylish black external mirror caps.

Auto dimming passenger mirror*
5E4 072 538 | for LHD 
5E4 072 538A | for LHD with Side View Assist 
5E4 072 538C | power-folding adjustable  for LHD with Side View Assist
* available later
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WHEELS



Did you know, that…
All the alloy wheels have passed rigorous 
homologation tests of ŠKODA AUTO  
to prove their resistance to corrosion,  
climatic influences and driving strain?  

Moreover, alloy wheels are protected  
by a layer of extremely hard,  
heat-resistant paint.

May be used with snow chains

The product consists of a lightweight alloy 
wheel (including a wheel-centre cap with 
the ŠKODA logo). 

NEW VELORUM
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 16” ET46  
for 205/60 R16 tyre

5E3 071 496 FL8 | black metallic

1716



ALTAIR
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 19” ET48  
for 225/40 R19 tyre

5E3 071 499A HA7 | anthracite brushed

VEGA
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498F FL8 | black metallic brushed

CRATER
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 19” ET48  
for 225/40 R19 tyre

5E3 071 499H HA7 | anthracite brushed

available later

BRAGA
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498L 8Z8 | silver brushed

available later

BRAGA
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498M HA7 | anthracite brushed

available later

COMET
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45  R18 tyre

5E3 071 498 FL8 | black metallic brushed

ALTAIR
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 19” ET48  
for 225/40 R19 tyre

5E3 071 499B FL8 | black metallic brushed

PERSEUS
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498G 8Z8 | silver brushed

ALTAIR
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 19” ET48  
for 225/40 R19 tyre

5E3 071 499 8Z8 | silver brushed

PERSEUS
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498H HA7 | anthracite brushed

COMET
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498A HA7 | anthracite brushed

 

COMET
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498C 8Z8 | silver brushed

COMET
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18” ET48  
for 225/45 R18 tyre

5E3 071 498K FL8 | black metallic

19"

18"

18"

ALLOY WHEELS 
VIDEO
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Covers for the complete  
set of wheels*
000 073 900B

Bolt covers for wheels  
without safety bolts:
1Z0 071 215 7ZS | silver metallic 
1Z0 071 215 UZ7 | grey gloss 
1Z0 071 215 9B9 | black gloss
1Z0 071 215 Z37 | grey matt 
1Z0 071 215 01C | black matt

Bolt covers for wheels  
with safety bolts:
1Z0 071 215A Z37 | grey matt  
1Z0 071 215A 01C | black matt 

Bolt covers

Decorative valve caps
000 071 215C

WHEEL CARE  
AND STYLE PACK
000 073 900F 

Car wheels are like shoes. No matter whether the “shoes” 
of your ŠKODA are stylish, sporty or purely functional, our 
WHEEL CARE & STYLE PACK (wheel covers, valve caps, 
safety bolts) offers a multitude of items which will make 
your wheels even more attractive and totally unique!

Safety bolts
000 071 597C

*with ŠKODA logo available later

ROTARE
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17” ET46  
for 205/55 R17 tyre

5E3 071 497C 8Z8 | silver

TWISTER AERO
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16” ET46  
for 205/60 R16 tyre

5E3 071 496A 8Z8 | silver

NEW VELORUM
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 16” ET46  
for 205/60 R16 tyre

5E0 071 496L 8Z8 | silver

TEKTON
plastic hub covers for 16” steel wheels (4 piece)

5E0 071 456C

PULSAR
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17” ET46  
for 205/55 R17 tyre

5E3 071 497D FL8 | black metallic brushed

LYRA 
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17” ET46  
for 205/55 R17 tyre

5E3 071 497E 8Z8 | silver

available later

LYRA 
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17” ET46  
for 205/55 R17 tyre

5E3 071 497F FL8 | black metallic

available later

17"

16"
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CONNECTIVITY



Connecting cable USB
Micro  |  5JA 051 446J

Mini  |  5JA 051 446H
Apple  |  5E0 051 510E

USB C to USB A  |  565 051 510 

CONNECT App

ŠKODA CONNECT
It’s about the journey, not just the destination – and with the ŠKODA 
OCTAVIA, everyone in the vehicle can enjoy the trip. A connected 
multimedia system makes it easy to communicate with friends 
and family, get the information you need, and keep you and your 
passengers happy and entertained while you drive.  

Use the ŠKODA Connect App to remotely check the status of the 
vehicle, lock or unlock it, or display its parking position, using your 
mobile device, with a number of further functions just waiting to be 
explored. Benefit from statistical insights into your last trip, and use 
them to plan a more efficient route next time. 

With ŠKODA Connect App in place, your car remains under your 
control at all times. Access all necessary features and functions 
of your vehicle anywhere and anytime from your smartphone or 
smartwatch. Features are available based on ordering ŠKODA 
Connect bundle: Infotainment Online or Care Connect.

MyŠKODA AppŠKODA Connect App

Charging and data cable 3 in1 for USB-A 

000 051 445J

USB C to USB A 3.0 Adapter 
000 051 443H
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MYŠKODA APP
EVERYTHING ABOUT YOUR CAR IN YOUR POCKET

lmagine an app for your smartphone that serves as your companion 
every day. An app that provides you with detailed information about 
your car and its service wherever you are. A way to get immediate 
help from roadside assistance or your favourite dealer. A true 
personal assistant making sure you always arrive on time.  
Meet the MyŠKODA App.

MyŠKODA App is a mobile application available for iOS (Apple) and 
Android (Google) devices. lts principal task is to help you in various daily 
situations connected not just to your car. The application is equipped with 
PAUL (PersonaI Assistant U Love), an interactive assistant who guides 
you through the app and helps with daily issues.

My Car – A key part of the app is focused on your car: 
Car Data offers the latest summar about your car and its 
service appointments, Car Manual is an interactive copy of 
the Owner’s Manual, and a whole range of step-by-step 
tutorials is available in the Before You Start, Control Lamps, 
Quick Tips, Video Tips and Simply Clever sections. You 
can receive selected latest data from your vehicle directly 
in your mobile phone by connecting with compatible 
infotainment system.

My Dealer – The MyŠKODA App comes with a hotline 
connecting you to your favourite dealer. Browse the 
opening hours and offered services, or request an 
appointment by filling out a simple form so the dealer  
can call you back.

Assistance – Whether you are stranded on the side of 
the road or your car doesn’t start in front of your house, 
ŠKODA Assistance is just 3 clicks away. Tap on the receiver 
icon and let our team get help to you as quickly as possible.

Calendar – PAUL keeps an eye on traffic, weather and the 
fuel tank to let you know if there might be any trouble on 
the road and if you should set off earlier. He can activate 
your alarm earlier if there is a chance you might be late 
because of heavy traffic or bad weather.

Wouldn‘t it be nice if you could squeeze your car into your smartphone?  
...with MyŠKODA App, you can have much more...

Please note:

MyŠKODA App 
support ends in 
36 CW this year.

MyŠKODA AppŠKODA Connect App
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COMFORT 
& UTILITY



Thermo-electric cooling box (15L)
5L0 065 400

Thermo-electric cooling box (20L)
000 065 400G

THERMO-ELECTRIC  
COOLING BOX 
Refresh yourself during hot summer days.  
Thanks to the cooling box from the ŠKODA 
Accessories range you can always have cold drinks, 
fruit, snacks or anything that revives you on hand 
in your car. The thermo-electric cooling box‘s 
utility and versatility makes it the ideal accessory 
for any ŠKODA vehicle to make your life that 
little bit easier when travelling from A to B. It is 
indispensable both on long car journeys and for 
food that needs to be kept cool when you do your 
daily shop. Available in 15L and 20L variant.

LED lamp (12V)  
000 069 690L

LED LAMP
The interior LED light from the 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
range improves comfort, 
especially on long journeys. 

Umbrella
000 087 600G 9B9

UMBRELLA
For your convenience,  
this umbrella fits in the door  
of both driver and passenger.
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Portable coffee maker 
000 069 641C

PORTABLE COFFEE MAKER
Do you like good coffee? Then you will surely 
welcome the simple, lightweight, elegant and above 
all compact itinerary coffee machine offered by 
the ŠKODA Accessories portfolio. With this coffee 
machine, you can enjoy your favourite espresso 
wherever you want to. Bin for door panel

5JA 061 107 9B9 | black 
5JA 061 107 WC4 | beige

Ashtray for fitting  
to the cup holder
000 061 142B

BIN FOR DOOR PANEL
The stylish trash bin, which perfectly fits for ŠKODA, is 
an elegant solution for dealing with the trash in the car. 
The upper lid prevents from the possible smell or the 
trash falling out. Its use is very simple.
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Ice scraper 
000 096 010E

Brush
000 096 011

ICE SCRAPER AND BRUSH
Don‘t let the weather surprise you, be prepared 
with our Ice scraper and brush that will help you 
in any icy and snowy situation. It also fits in both 
drivers and passengers door.
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Textile foot mats Prestige
5E4 061 270 | LHD
5E4 061 270B | LHD, e-TEC
5E8 061 270 | RHD
5E8 061 270B | RHD, e-TEC

All-weather foot mats - grey
5E4 061 500 | LHD
5E4 061 500A | LHD, e-TEC
5E8 061 500 | RHD
5E8 061 500A | RHD, e-TEC

All-weather mat over the tunnel
5E3 061 580

Lounge step 
000 061 141A | 2-piece set

Rear mud flaps
5E3 075 101

Front mud flaps
5E3 075 111

FOOT MATS VIDEO

Textile foot mats Standard
5E4 061 404 | LHD
5E4 061 404A | LHD, e-TEC
5E8 061 404 | RHD
5E8 061 404A | RHD, e-TEC

All-weather foot mats - red
5E4 061 500B | LHD
5E8 061 500B | RHD 
available later

TEXTILE FOOT MATS
These foot mats add a cosy touch to your vehicle 
interior and reduce the noise level inside the 
vehicle, thereby increasing the comfort of the 
vehicle occupants when travelling. 

ALL-WEATHER FOOT MATS
Thanks to its practical and clever design and material, 
they perfectly cover and protect the footwell floor 
from mud, dirt and water. Just to keep a piece of mind 
when you take your vehicle for a field trip.

Textile foot mats Prestige - double nubuck
5E4 061 270A | LHD
5E4 061 270C | LHD, e-TEC
5E8 061 270A | RHD
5E8 061 270C | RHD, e-TEC
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Double sided boot mat
5E6 061 163 | Limo, 5E7 061 163 | Combi, 5E7 061 163A | double floor

Fold-out boot mat
5E6 061 210 | Limo, 5E7 061 210A | Combi 
5E7 061 210 | double floor

Plastic boot dish
5E6 061 162 | Limo 
5E7 061 162 | Combi 
5E7 061 162B | Combi iV*
*available later

All-weather boot mat
5E6 061 162A | Limo, 5E7 061 162A | Combi

Netting system
5E7 065 110A |  grey 
5E7 065 110 |  black 
5E7 065 110B |  black (for double floor) iV, G-TEC 
5E7 065 110C |  red RS 
5E7 065 110D |  red (for double floor) RS

NETTING SYSTEM
VIDEO

Universal fixing element
6V0 061 104

Boot bag
DMK 770 003

Make transport of your 
belongings even easier  
and more convienient  

with variety of products such as netting system, 

ski sack, fixing elements or a boot storage 

bag. You will also appreciate the boot floor 

protection solutions such as boot mats  

and a boot dish.

Sliding dividing element
000 017 254A

ALU partition for the 
plastic boot dish 
565 017 254
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Smart holder – hook
3V0 061 126

Smart holder – multimedia holder
3V0 061 129

Smart holder – hanger
3V0 061 127

Trunk grille longitudinal 
5E7 017 222 | Combi

Protective foil for the loading edge
5E6 061 197A | Limo, 5E7 061 197A | Combi

SMART HOLDER - COMFORT PACK

There are many reasons why drivers love ŠKODA vehicles. Some people 
appreciate the practicality, others admire the family virtues, and some others are 
impressed by the timeless design and comfort. We have prepared packages to 
help you use your cars space according to your varied needs. Enjoy your very own 
comfort zone wherever you go. Comfort Pack offers many smart solutions to 
make your business and family trips even more pleasant.

Trunk grille transverse 
5E7 017 221 | Combi

Smart holder – adapter 
3V0 061 128

Comfort pack
000 061 122E

Comfort pack Lite
000 061 122N | without bin for door panel

Multifunctional pocket
5E6 061 103 | Limo, 5E7 061 103 | Combi

Smart holder – adapter
Smart holder – hook
Smart holder – multimedia holder
Smart holder - hanger
Bin for door panel (black) 
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Multimedia holder
000 051 435AK

MULTIMEDIA HOLDER
The multimedia holder is one of the additions to 
the varied ŠKODA Genuine Accessories portfolio 
that will be handy in case you want to use your cup 
holder in a new, original way. This practical holder 
ensures comfortable manipulation with your mobile 
phone, music player or another media device and its 
quick accessibility.

SMART HOLDER 
VIDEO
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TRANSPORT



Bicycle carrier for the towbar – 3 bikes capacity 
000 071 105P | LHD 
000 071 105Q | RHD

Adapter from the 13-pin  
to the 7-pin socket
EAZ 000 001A

Detachable towbar
5E3 092 155 + 5E3 055 202    | for vehicles with tow bar preparation
5E3 092 155 + 5E3 055 202 + 5E3 055 204B | for vehicles without tow bar preparation

Detachable towbar for Octavia RS
5E3 092 155A + 5E3 055 202 | for vehicles with tow bar preparation
5E3 092 155A + 5E3 055 202 + 5E3 055 204B   | for vehicles without tow bar 
preparation

Detachable towbar for Australia
5E3 092 155B + 5E3 055 202 | for vehicles with tow bar preparation 
5E3 092 155B + 5E3 055 202 + 5E3 055 204B | for vehicles without tow bar preparation 

Bicycle carrier for the  
towbar – 2 bikes capacity 
000 071 105F |  LHD 
000 071 105C |  RHD

ŠKODA BICYCLE CARRIER  
FOR THE TOWBAR
The bicycle carrier for towbar is ideal solution for tow bar 
equipped vehicles and provides you with hassle-free and 
convenient handling of your bicycles. Its elegant style and solid 
design complements the look of ŠKODA vehicles perfectly.  
Available for two as well as three bicycles. 

FOLDABLE TOWBAR
Manufactured from high-quality materials, the towbar has 
undergone load tests as well as rigorous testing for strength 
and resistance to corrosion.

Foldable towbar
5E3 092 160    | for vehicles with tow bar preparation
5E3 092 160 + 5E3 055 204B + 5E3 055 204A    | for vehicles without tow bar preparation

Foldable towbar for Australia
5E3 092 160A | for vehicles with tow bar preparation
5E3 092 160A + 5E3 055 204B + 5E3 055 204A | for vehicles without tow bar preparation
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Lockable ski or snowboard rack
000 071 129AA

Lockable bicycle rack
000 071 128P | Alu, 000 071 128D | Steel

Roof rack
5E6 071 126 | Limo, 5E7 071 151 | Combi

BIKE RACK VIDEO

ROOF RACK, LOCKABLE BICYCLE RACK  
AND LOCKABLE SKI OR SNOWBOARD RACK
You can securely attach the lockable bicycle rack for a carbon/aluminium frame to the roof rack. 
The lockable ski or snowboard racks are safe and secure solution for transporting skis or snowboards 
on the roof of your car.

The new ŠKODA roof racks have been developed with 
aerodynamically optimized bars especially for the new OCTAVIA. 
Low profile of the bars reduces aerodynamic drag and minimizes 
noise levels to give you a pleasant feeling of driving the new 
ŠKODA OCTAVIA.
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NEW roof box - black
000 071 175D 

available later

NEW ROOF BOX 
400 LITRES
The new both-side opening roof box 
with capacity up to six pairs of skis or 
five snowboards in exclusive ŠKODA 
design......vibrations. With a 400 litre 
capacity, three transverse fastening 
straps and one longitudinal  in the front 
you can safely store more than just 
winter equipment in the roof box. 

NEW roof box - silver
000 071 175C

available later 

For your comfortable loading 
and unloading of cargo, this 
new roof box is accessible  
from both sides.

ROOF BOX VIDEO

Roof box 380 litres
5L6 071 175     |  silver 
5L6 071 175A  |  black 
5L6 071 175B  |  white
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Roof rack sack
000 071 156

Ski sack
000 050 515D

SKI SACK
Designed to hold two pairs of skis weighing up to 10kg 
in total, our easy-clean, watertight ski sack keeps your 
skis and poles safe from scratching. It also prevents 
your car seats and boot, and other items there,  
getting wet.
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SAFETY



Rear seat protection 
3V0 061 680

Dog safety belt 
size S | 000 019 409A 
size M | 000 019 409B  
size L | 000 019 409C  
size XL | 000 019 409D 

Kidfix XP child seat (3-point seat belt)
000 019 906K

Kidfix II XP child seat (4-point seat belt)
000 019 906L

15–36 kg15–36 kg

BABY-SAFE Plus  
child seat
1ST 019 907

ISOFIX Duo Plus Top  
Tether child seat
DDA 000 006

0–13 kg 9–18 kg

Protective pad  
under the child seat
000 019 819A

REAR SEAT  
PROTECTION
The practical cover prevents the 
interior of your car from getting dirty 
or damaged. Its size can be changed  
to cover only half of the rear seat.

CHILD SAFETY 
VIDEO

DOG EQUIPMENT 
VIDEO
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Mechanical transmission locking system*
5E3 071 775 |  manual transmission 

16  ̋/ 17˝ Snow chains 
000 091 387AK

Spare wheel
5E3 601 011B

Set for spare wheel 
5E3 093 860 

Rear parking sensors**
5E6 054 630 | Limo, 5E7 054 630 | Combi

** available later* for automatic transmission available later
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Tow rope
GAA 500 001

First aid box
3T0 093 108B

Reflective safety vest
000 093 056L  |  yellow 
000 093 056K  |  orange

Warning triangle
GGA 700 001A

Foldable snow showel
5L0 099 320

Spare fuse set
5E3 052 000 

License plate pad
KEA 075 004

CAR COSMETIC

Car cosmetic
For the details check our car cosmetics catalogue (QR code on the left).

Car cosmetic kit
000 096 356F

available soon

2-in-1 Refill pack
000 096 311AA 

This practical set comprises a cleaning agent  
and a high-quality cleaning cloth in a modern, 
minimalist design – a 2-in-1 that thoroughly cleans  
the screen, keeping it looking impeccable.  
The cleaning fluid and microfibre cloth ensure that any 
dirt or annoying fingerprints are completely removed.

200 ml refill liquid for display cleaner and 
cockpit cleaner (will be available later).

The refill bottle has an easy to use refill 
nozzle.

2-in-1 Display cleaner
000 096 311T
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QUALITY
& TESTING



CHILD SEATS
SAFETY TESTING
Do you want to ensure the maximum safety of your 
children in the car? The child seats from ŠKODA 
Genuine Accessories with mounting options for 
transporting against the direction of travel, comfort 
and variability, represent the best solution for 
transporting the smallest passengers.

Practical and variable 
The intelligent design of these child seats allows the 
child to not only be seated in the back, but also on the 
front passenger’s seat where you can see them. The 
child seats feature variability and numerous setting 
options to adapt them to the changing size of your 
children.

Perfectly verified 
All child seats from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
comply with European safety regulations (EHK 44.04) 
and have passed a number of other tests. The high 
quality and safety of these child seats is demonstrated 
by their excellent results in the Euro NCAP impact 
test, together with successful non-combustibility 
testing, harmful substance ratings and cover quality.

WATCH TESTING 
VIDEO ONLINE

QUALITY THAT 
HOLDS AND LASTS
Did you know that the textile floor mats from ŠKODA 
Genuine Accessories also undergo the so-called ‘heel 
test’? This test simulates the action of the driver’s foot on 
the accelerator, sinking the heel 5 mm into the floor mat in 
both dry and wet conditions at an angle of 45°. 

The floor mats also undergo an additional load test in  
the form of a long driving test, and further focus is placed 
on the brackets fixing the front floor mats to the car 
upholstery. The tests are designed to verify the proper 
clip strength needed to enable comfortable handling by 
the driver, while keeping the floor mat in place despite the 
occasional application of force during the drive.

Testing of fixing element strength
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ŠKODA
CYCLING



EMTB FULL
Weight 21.5 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6 Steps – FSF 1  

Down tube battery
Fork RS Recon RL
Cranks Shimano Steps 34T
Front hub Shimano HB-M6010 CL 15x110 mm
Rear hub Shimano FH-M6010 CL 12x148 mm
Rear derailleur Shimano SLX RD-M7000 GS Shadow+
Gears 1x11
Front/rear brakes Rotor CL 180/180 mm
Tyres Schwalbe Smart Sam  

Performance 29x2.6“
Saddle Selle Royal Seta Performa
Frame size M (17”), L (19”), XL (21”)

The bicycle is delivered without pedals.

ROAD ELITE
Weight 7.5 kg
Frame Carbon Road Race CRB BF-RB04 Aero
Fork Full Carbon UD
Cranks Shimano Ultegra 8000 52/36T
Front/rear hub DT Swiss PR1600 Spline Disc
Front derailleur Shimano Ultegra 8000 Brazed-on type
Rear derailleur Shimano Ultegra 8000 SS
Gears 2x11
Front/rear brakes Rotor CL 140/140 mm
Tyres Schwalbe Pro One 700x28C
Saddle Fizik Antares R5
Frame size S (520 mm), M (540 mm), L (560 mm), XL (580 mm)

The bicycle is delivered without pedals.
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KID 24
Weight 11.7 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6
Fork SR Suntour XCT-JR
Cranks WheelTop M32 28T
Front hub ONE KT QR
Rear hub ONE KT QR, Cassette type
Rear derailleur Shimano RD-TX800
Gears 1x8
Front/rear brakes Tektro BR-855 V-brake
Tyres Impac SmartPac 24x2.10“
Saddle Justek Junior
Frame size 11“

MTB 29 FULL
Weight 11.8 kg
Frame Carbon-Alu6061 Ultralite
Fork DT Swiss OPM ODL Tapered,

15mm, remote LO, 100 mm travel
Head set AcrosAZX-220 R4 Block-Lock
Cranks SramStylo7K Eagle Boost 34T
Front/rear hub DT Swiss X1900 15/100 /  

DT Swiss X1900 12/148 Boost
Shifter SramGX Eagle 12sp.
Rear derailleur SramGX Eagle 12sp.
Gears 1x12
Front/rear brakes CL 180/160 mm, Shimano BR-M6000 

hydraulic disc brake
Tyres Schwalbe Racing Ray/ 

RacingRalphPerformance 29x2.25”
Saddle Fizik Antares R5
Frame size S (15,5“), M (17,5“), L (19“)

The bicycle is delivered without pedals.
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CITY
Weight 16 kg
Frame Steel, brazed with joints
Fork Steel rigid
Head set Neco1“
Cranks Aluminium, 38T M-Wave
Shifter Shimano Nexus Inter 7
Front/rear hub Aluminium, 36 holes / Shimano Nexus Inter 7
Gears 1x7
Front/rear brakes V brake Shimano / Coaster brake 

Shimano Nexus
Rims Remerx Dragon, Aluminium, double wall
Tyres Schwalbe Road Cruiser, beige,  

reflex stripe, anti-puncture protection
Saddle Selle Royal Seta Performa
Frame size L (530 mm)

VOITURETTE FOLDABLE SCOOTER
Weight 4.8 kg
Frame Aluminium
Wheels Polyurethane
Dimensions folded 49 cm x 42 cm x 11 cm
Dimensions unfolded 100 cm x 82 cm x 92 cm
Storage In the toolbox of SCALA  

and KAMIQ models
Maintenance Commercially available  

cleaning agent
Max. load capacity 100 kg

STRETCH GO
Weight 12.5 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061, folding
Fork Aluminium 6061
Cranks Aluminium, 38T M-Wave
Front/rear hub Aluminium, black anodised, quick release 

mechanism / Shimano Nexus Inter 7, 
black anodised free wheel, 7 speed hub

Shifter Shimano Nexus Inter 7
Gears 1x7
Front/rear brakes V brake Shimano / V brake Shimano
Rims Double wall, aluminum, black anodised
Tyres Schwalbe Road Cruiser, reflex stripe, 

anti-puncture protection, black

Weight 15.5 kg
Frame Steel, brazed with joints
Fork Steel rigid
Head set Neco1“
Cranks Gates Carbon Drive, Aluminium
Shifter Shimano Nexus Inter 7
Front/rear hub Aluminium, 36 holes / Shimano Nexus Inter 7
Gears 1x7
Front/rear brakes V brake Shimano / Coaster brake 

Shimano Nexus
Rims Remerx Dragon, Aluminium, double wall
Tyres Schwalbe Road Cruiser, beige,  

reflex stripe, anti-puncture protection
Saddle Selle Royal Seta Performa
Frame size L (530 mm), XL (560 mm)
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ŠKODA Genuine Accessories are offered by ŠKODA as optional extras at additional charges. Colours, 
designs and materials may differ from those in the illustrations. Information such as specifications, 

appearance, performance, dimensions, weight, fuel consumption and operating costs relating to the 
illustrated vehicles and products is based on information available at the time of printing this document, 

and ŠKODA AUTO reserves the right to change these data.
Correct rim and tyre size combinations are available in the Registration Certificate and/or from your dealer. 
When choosing snow-chains, make sure to follow the indication in your car‘s certificate of roadworthiness. 

Wheels depicted on the cars may not be part of the available range. 
Please contact your ŠKODA Partner for information as to which products are available and suitable for your 

model, what restrictions apply, the installation times required and costs. Subject to change without notice. 
Vehicle parameters such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics may vary depending on additional 

equipment and accessories (attachments, tyre sizes, etc.) and may, together with weather, traffic conditions 
and individual driving styles, affect fuel consumption, electricity consumption, CO₂ emissions and other 

performance parameters. ŠKODA Genuine Accessories are not used to determine consumption and 
emission levels, and can therefore only be fitted after the vehicle’s first registration.

For further information please visit us at  
www.skoda-auto.com
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MyŠKODA App
Get your very own personal digital 
companion. Download MyŠKODA 
App featuring PAUL, an interactive 
assistant who’s there to help you, 
not only with watching over your 
car, but also with managing your day.  

MyŠKODA AppŠKODA Connect App
ŠKODA Connect App
Enjoy full control of your car. 
Download ŠKODA Connect and 
access all necessary features 
anytime, whether it’s driving data, 
fuel range, planning a route or even 
where you last parked.

MyŠKODA AppŠKODA Connect App




